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Abstract  

Neuroimaging studies suggest that the amygdala integrates emotional 

expression and gaze direction, but the findings are inconsistent.  We 

hypothesized that the dynamic facial expressions, which are more salient 

stimuli than static facial expressions are, would reveal the integration of 

emotional expression and gaze direction in amygdala activity. To test 

this hypothesis,  we presented dynamic and s ta t ic  facia l  expressions of  

anger  and happiness  looking toward and away from the subject,  and we 

visualized brain activity during these presentations using functional 

magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). After the image acquisition phase 

of the study, the subject’s experienced emotion in response to each 

stimulus was investigated. The left  amygdala showed an interaction 

between presentation condition and gaze direction, indicating higher 

activity in response to dynamic, but not static,  expressions looking 

toward the subjects than to expressions looking away from them. This 

was true for both angry and happy expressions. This pattern 

corresponded with the intensity of emotional arousal.  These results 

suggest that the amygdala integrates emotional expression and gaze 

direction in dynamic facial expressions and modulates emotional 

arousal.  
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Introduction  

Facial expressions of emotion and gaze direction play an important 

role in daily face-to-face communication. Facial expressions indicate 

moment-to-moment changes in inner emotional states (Ekman and 

Friesen, 1975) and/or communicative intentions (Fridlund, 1997). Gaze 

direction provides information about the direction of attention and can 

be indicated by the eyes, face, or body orientation (Kobayashi and 

Kohshima, 2001). Ample evidence in social psychology indicates that 

these signals are tightly integrated (for review, see Ellsworth and 

Ludwig, 1972; Kleinke, 1986). For example, Kimble and Olszewski 

(1980) reported that  when subjects were asked to look at people 

expressing negative and positive emotions either strongly or weakly, the 

subjects spent more time looking directly at the people expressing strong 

emotions.  These findings led to the hypothesis that direct gaze 

intensifies emotional communication (Ellsworth, 1975). 

Despite its psychological importance, the neural substrate mediating 

the integration of emotional expression and gaze direction is not known. 

Only a few studies have investigated this issue (Adams et al. ,  2003; 

Hadjikhani et al. ,  2008; Sato et al. ,  2004b), and the findings have been 

inconsistent.  For example, in a functional magnetic resonance imaging 

(fMRI) study, Adams et al.  (2003) presented the photos of angry 

expressions looking toward and away from the subjects.  They found that 

angry expressions looking away from the subject elicited greater 

activation of the amygdala compared to angry expressions looking 

toward the subject.  They supeculated that the amygdala processes 
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ambiguity. In contrast,  Sato et al.  (2004b) first  presented fullface neutral 

facial expressions followed by photos of angry and neutral expressions 

looking toward and away from the subjects.  They found that angry 

expressions elicited greater activity in the amygdala when gaze was 

directed toward the subjects than when it  was directed away from them. 

In addition, they found a positive relationship between amygdala activity 

and experienced emotion. Thus, they speculated that the amygdala plays 

a role in eliciting emotion. Together,  these data suggest that the 

amygdala is involved in the integration of emotional expression and gaze 

direction, but the activating factors and psychological function of this 

role for the amygdala are not clear.  

The varying findings of the previous studies (Adams et al. ,  2003; 

Sato et al. ,  2004b) may have resulted from differences in stimulus 

presentation. Whereas Adams et al.  (2003) presented static 

facial-expression stimuli,  Sato et al.  (2004b) presented neutral  and 

emotional  expressions consecut ively.  I t  i s  reasonable  to  assume that  

this  sequent ia l  presentat ion induced apparent  motion (Kolers  and von 

Grünau,  1976)  and implemented pseudo-dynamic changes in  facial  

expressions.  Dynamic facial expressions of emotion are more 

ecologically valid and salient for emotional communication than static 

expressions. Dynamic facial expressions elicit  higher emotional arousal 

than static facial expressions (Sato and Yoshikawa, 2007b), and several 

neuroimaging studies have shown that dynamic facial expressions evoke 

more activity in the amygdala than static facial expressions (LaBar et al . ,  

2003; Pelphrey et al. ,  2007; Sato et al. ,  2004a). Based on these data, we 
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hypothesized that the integration of emotional expression and gaze 

direction, specifically the emotion-intensifying effect of direct gaze 

(Ellsworth, 1975), would be more evident in amygdala activity in 

response to dynamic facial expressions than to static facial expressions. 

To test our hypothesis,  we measured brain activity using fMRI 

during the presentation of dynamic and static facial expressions either 

looking toward or away from the subject.  We used angry and happy 

expressions. We chose these emotions for several reasons. First ,  the 

previous studies that used the angry expressions to investigate the 

integration of emotional expression and gaze direction reported 

inconsistent amygdala activation patterns (Adams et al. ,  2003; Sato et al. ,  

2004b). Therefore, the amygdala activity in response to angry 

expressions with direct or averted gaze needs clarification. Second, 

anger and happiness represent negative and positive emotions, and the 

facial expressions of both emotions have been shown to activate the 

amygdala (e.g.,  Yang et al. ,  2002). Finally, behavioral studies have 

shown that these expressions interact with gaze direction (e.g.,  Kimble 

and Olszewski,  1980). We predicted that amygdala activity would show 

an interaction between the presentation condition and gaze direction. 

Specifically, we predicted that dynamic, but not static,  expressions 

looking toward the subjects would induce greater amygdala activity than 

expressions looking away from the subjects under both the anger and 

happy conditions. 

We investigated the psychological process corresponding to 

amygdala activity by presenting the same stimuli after the image 
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acquisition and instructing the subjects to rate their experienced emotion 

using valence and arousal scales.  Valence represents the qualitative 

component of emotion (i .e. ,  positive or negative),  and arousal reflects 

the intensity of the emotion (Lang et al. ,  1998). We investigated 

subjective emotion because several neuroimaging studies have revealed 

that amygdala activity was associated with subjective emotional 

arousal/intensity (Anderson et al. ,  2003; Canli et al. ,  2000; Phan et al. ,  

2003; Sato et al. ,  2004b, in press; Small et al. ,  2003; Zald and Pardo, 

1997; Zald et al. ,  1998). Based on these data, we predicted that 

emotional arousal would be reflected in the interaction between the 

presentation condition and gaze direction, with corresponding amygdala 

activity. 

 

Material and methods 

Subjects 

Twenty-one volunteers (10 women and 11 men; mean ±  SD age, 22.3 

± 2.0 years) participated in the experiment.  All subjects were 

right-handed, as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory 

(Oldfield, 1971), and had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. 

All subjects gave informed consent,  and the study was conducted in 

accordance with the institutional ethical provisions and the Declaration 

of Helsinki.  

 

Experimental design 

The experiment had a within-subject three-factorial design, with 
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presentation condition (dynamic, static),  emotional expression (angry, 

happy), and gaze direction (toward, away). 

 

Stimuli 

Angry and happy facial  expressions of  four  women and four  men 

were presented as  video cl ips .  These s t imuli  were selected from our  

video database of  facial  expressions of  emotion that  includes  more 

than 50 Japanese models .  None of  the faces  was famil iar  to  any of  the 

subjects .  The s t imuli  looking toward and away from the subject  were 

s imultaneously recorded by the video cameras  in  f ront  of  the  model  

and at  a  30º  angle  to  the  model’s  lef t .  The s t imulus  model  looked 

s t ra ight  ahead for  every condi t ion.  

The dynamic expression s t imuli  were composed of  38 frames 

ranging from neutral  to  emotional  in  expression.  Each frame was 

shown for  40 ms,  and each cl ip  was presented for  1520 ms.  The frames 

showing the peak of  expression under  the dynamic condi t ion were used 

for  the  s ta t ic  expression s t imuli  and were a lso presented for  1520 ms.  

The s t imuli  subtended a  visual  angle  of  about  15° ver t ical  × 12° 

hor izontal .  An example of the stimulus sequence is shown in Fig. 1. 

********************** 
Fig. 1 

********************** 

To ensure  the val idi ty  of  s t imuli ,  we conducted a  prel iminary 

ra t ing experiment  using the s t imuli  for  the  dynamic gaze toward 

condi t ion with  14 subjects  who did not  take par t  in  this  experiment .  

The subjects  were inst ructed to  evaluate  each s t imulus  for  the  intensi ty  
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of  recognized emotion using a  7-point  scale  for  s ix  basic  emotions 

(angry,  disgust ,  fear,  happiness ,  sadness ,  surpr ise) .  The resul ts  

confi rmed that  a l l  the  s t imuli  s ignif icant ly  displayed the target  

emotions more s t rongly than other  basic  emotions (mult iple  

comparisons with  the Ryan method,  Ps  < 0.05) .  In  addi t ion,  a  coder  

t ra ined in  the  use  of  the Facial Action Coding System (FACS; Ekman 

and Friesen, 1978) evaluated the  facia l  movements  of  the  s t imul i ,  and 

the resul tant  FACS data  were subjected to  the Facial  Act ion Coding 

System Affect  Interpretat ion Dict ionary (FACSAID; Ekman et  a l . ,  

1998) .  The resul ts  confirmed that  the  pat terns  of  facial  muscular  

changes shown in  these s t imuli  were appropria te  as  typical  emotional  

facial  expressions.  The speed of  these s t imuli  has  a lso been shown to  

suff ic ient ly  represent  natural  changes in  the dynamic facial  

expressions of  anger  and happiness  (Sato and Yoshikawa,  2004) .  These 

s t imuli  have been used in  previous behavioral  s tudies  and shown to  

e l ic i t  appropria te  behavioral  (Sato and Yoshikawa,  2007a)  and 

subject ive (Sato and Yoshikawa,  2007b)  responses .  Taken together,  

these data  support  the  val idi ty  of  the  present  s t imuli .  

 

Presentation apparatus 

The events were controlled by Presentation Software version 10.0 

(Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA, USA) implemented on a 

computer using Microsoft Windows. The stimuli were projected from a 

liquid crystal projector (DLA-G150CL; Victor Electronics, Brussels,  

Belgium) to a mirror that was positioned in a scanner in front of the 
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subjects.  

 

Procedure 

Each subject completed the experimental scan twice. Each scan 

consisted of sixteen 24-s epochs with sixteen 24-s rest periods (a blank 

screen) in between. Each of the eight stimulus conditions was presented 

in different epochs within each scan. The order of epochs within each 

run was pseudorandomized. The order of stimuli within each epoch was 

randomized. 

Each epoch consisted of eight trials.  In each trial,  a fixation point (a 

small gray “+”on a white background the same size as the stimulus) was 

presented at the center of the screen for 1480 ms. The stimulus was then 

presented for 1520 ms. The subjects were instructed to look at the center 

of the screen until  the face disappeared and then asked to indicate the 

gender of the face by pressing one of two buttons with their forefingers. 

This task ensured that the subjects attended to the stimuli without 

paying particular attention to the emotional expression and gaze 

direction. Post-hoc debriefing confirmed that the subjects were not 

aware that the purpose of the experiment was to investigate emotional 

variables.  

After MRI image acquisition, the stimuli were again randomly 

presented to the subjects,  who evaluated each stimulus for emotional 

valence and arousal using the affect grid (Russell  et  al. ,  1989), which 

graphically assesses the two dimensions of pleasure and arousal on a 

9-point scale. 
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MRI acquisition 

Image scanning was performed on a 3 T scanning system 

(MAGNETOM Trio A, Tim System; Siemens, Malvern, PA, USA) using a 

12-channel head coil .  A forehead pad was used to stabilize the head 

position. The functional images consisted of 50 consecutive slices 

parallel to the anterior and posterior commissure plane, covering the 

whole brain. A T2*-weighted gradient-echo echo-planar imaging 

sequence was used with the following parameters: repetition time (TR) = 

3000; echo time (TE) = 30 ms; flip angle = 90°; matrix size = 64 × 64; 

voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3 mm. After the acquisition of functional images, a 

T1-weighted high-resolution anatomical image was obtained using 

magnetization prepared rapid-acquisition gradient-echo (MP-RAGE) 

sequence (TR = 2250 ms; TE = 3.06 ms; flip angle = 9°; field of view = 

256 × 256 mm; voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm). 

 

Behavioral data analysis 

The rating data for psychological ratings after image acquisition 

were analyzed using a 2 (presentation condition: dynamic, static) ×  2 

(emotional expression: angry, neutral) ×  2 (gaze direction: toward, 

away) repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Simple effect 

analyses were conducted for significant interactions. Accuracy and 

reaction time data for gender classification were analyzed with ANOVAs 

for the same factors.  P  values of < 0.05 were deemed to be statistically 
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significant.  

 

Image analysis 

Image and statistical analyses were performed using the statistical 

parametric mapping package SPM5 (http://www.fil . ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) 

implemented in MATLAB Version 7 (Mathworks Inc.,  Natick, MA, USA). 

Functional images of each run were realigned using the first  scan as a 

reference to correct for head movements. Data from all  21 subjects 

showed a small motion correction (<2 mm). The T1 anatomical image 

was preprocessed by intensity inhomogeneity correction. Then, T1 

anatomical images were coregistered to the first  scan of the functional 

images. Following this,  the coregistered T1 anatomical image was 

normalized to a standard T1 template image as defined by the Montreal 

Neurological Institute (MNI) involving linear and nonlinear 

three-dimensional transformations (Ashburner and Friston, 1999; Friston 

et al. ,  1995a). The parameters from this normalization process were then 

applied to each of the functional images. Finally, these spatial 

normalized functional images were resampled to a voxel size of 2 × 2 × 

2 and smoothed with an isotopic Gaussian kernel of 8-mm full-width at 

half-maximum to compensate for anatomic variability among subjects.  

We used random effects analyses (Holmes and Friston, 1998) to 

search for significantly activated voxels that displayed interesting 

effects.  First ,  we performed a single-subject analysis (Friston et al. ,  

1995b; Worsley and Friston, 1995). The task-related neural activities for 

each condition were modeled with a boxcar function, convoluted with a 
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canonical hemodynamic response function. We used a high-pass fil ter 

composed of a discrete cosine basis function with a cutoff period of 128 

to eliminate the artifactual low-frequency trend. Serial autocorrelation, 

assuming a first-order autoregressive model,  was estimated from the 

pooled active voxels with a restricted maximum likelihood (ReML) 

procedure and was used to whiten the data and the design matrix (Friston 

et al. ,  2002). 

Planned contrast was thereafter performed for the interaction, which 

was between dynamic versus static presentation conditions and toward 

versus away directions, based on our a priori  hypothesis.  For this 

analysis,  a contrast image was generated for each subject and then 

entered into a one-sample t-test to create a random effect SPM{T}. Other 

main effects and interactions were also tested using two-tailed SPM{T}. 

Significantly activated voxels were identified if  they reached the extent 

threshold of P  < 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons, with height 

threshold of P < 0.001 (uncorrected).  For the amygdala, about which we 

had prior anatomical hypotheses, a small volume correction (SVC) with 

an anatomical mask was used (Worsley et al. ,  1998). The search region 

in the amygdala was determined by tracing strict anatomical borders 

defined by the cytoarchitectonic map derived from the data of human 

postmortem brains using the Anatomy Toolbox Version 1.5 (Amunts et 

al. ,  2005; Eickhoff et al. ,  2005). Other areas were corrected for the 

entire brain volume. 

To scrutinize the activation patterns of the amygdala, we further 

conducted region of interest (ROI) analyses. Based on the results of the 
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interaction contrast between presentation condition and gaze direction, 

the activity of the left  amygdala was analyzed. The percentage signal 

change at the coordinates of the group maximum in the random effects 

analysis (x-18, y-10, z-10) was extracted in the single-subject analysis 

for each condition (regression coefficient) against the baseline (i .e.  the 

coefficient of the session constant term) using Marsbar Toolbox Version 

0.42 (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/) (Brett  et  al . ,  2002). Then, the data 

were analyzed using a 2 (presentation condition) ×  2 (emotional 

expression) ×  2 (gaze direction) repeated-measures ANOVA. Simple 

effect analyses were conducted for significant interactions. P  values of < 

0.05 were considered statistically significant.  

 

Results 

Psychological rating 

Valence. 

With regard to experienced valence (Fig. 2, left),  the three-way 

ANOVA showed a significant main effect of emotional expression, with 

higher negative valence ratings for angry than for happy expressions 

(F1 , 2 0  = 68.43, P  < 0.001). The two-way interaction between presentation 

condition and emotional expression was also significant (F1 , 2 0  = 5.08, P  

< 0.05). The emotional expression ×  gaze direction interaction showed 

a nonsignificant trend (F1 , 2 0  = 4.30, P  < 0.1, respectively).  No other 

main effects or interactions were significant (Ps > 0.1).  

********************** 
Fig. 2 
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********************** 

Simple effect analyses for the presentation condition ×  emotional 

expression interaction indicated that dynamic presentation elicited more 

positive valence ratings than the static presentation for happy 

expressions (F1 , 4 0  = 7.84, P  < 0.01), whereas the presentation condition 

showed no significant effect for angry expressions (F1 , 4 0  = 0.02, P  > 

0.1).  

 

Arousal.  

For experienced arousal (Fig. 2, right),  the ANOVA showed a 

significant main effect of presentation condition, with higher arousal 

ratings for dynamic than for static presentations (F1 , 2 0  = 7.63, P  < 0.05). 

More importantly, the results showed a significant interaction between 

the presentation condition and gaze direction (F1 , 2 0  = 10.05, P  < 0.005). 

The two-way interaction of presentation condition ×  emotional 

expression and the three-way interaction of presentation condition ×  

emotional expression ×  gaze direction showed trends toward 

significance (F1 , 2 0  = 3.51 and 3.78, Ps < 0.1).  No other main effects or 

interactions were significant (Ps > 0.1).  

Simple effect analyses for the presentation condition ×  gaze 

direction interaction showed that expressions looking toward the subject 

elicited greater arousal than expressions looking away from the subject 

under the dynamic presentation condition (F1 , 4 0  = 11.99, P  < 0.005), but 

not under the static condition (F1 , 4 0  = 1.61, P  > 0.1).  
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Gender classification 

Performance on the gender classification task was close to perfect 

(correct identification rate = 98.2%). No significant main effects or 

interactions were found for accuracy or reaction times (three-way 

ANOVAs, Fs1 , 2 0  < 2.86, Ps > 0.1).  

 

Brain activity 

Interaction between presentation condition and gaze direction. 

A planned contrast of the interaction between presentation condition 

and gaze direction revealed significant left  amygdala activation (Fig. 3, 

Table 1).  The right amygdala also showed activation associated with this 

interaction, but i t  failed to reach significance of extent threshold (x -24, 

y -18, z -4; T2 0  = 4.87), suggesting that the amygdala activation was not 

clearly lateralized. 

********************** 
Fig. 3 and Table 1 

********************** 

To further analyze the reflection of the interaction between 

presentation condition and gaze direction in amygdala activity, we 

conducted ROI analysis.  The three-way ANOVA for the left  amygdala 

ROI data showed a significant main effect of presentation condition, 

with higher activity for dynamic than for static presentations (F1 , 2 0  = 

5.71, P  < 0.05). More importantly, the interaction between presentation 

condition and gaze direction was significant (F1 , 2 0  = 12.33, P  < 0.005). 

No other main effects or interactions were significant (Ps > 0.1).  Simple 
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effect analyses for the interaction revealed that expressions directed 

toward the subject elicited higher amygdala activity than expressions 

directed away from the subject under the dynamic presentation condition 

(F1 , 4 0  = 7.00, P  < 0.05), and the opposite pattern reached marginal 

significance under the static presentation condition (F1 , 4 0  = 3.40, P  < 

0.1).  

This contrast in the SPM analysis detected significant activation in 

areas other than the amygdala, including the right lingual gyrus and right 

fusiform gyrus (Table 1).  

 

Other effects.  

Table 1 shows the results of other main effects and interactions. For 

the main effect of presentation condition, significant activation clusters 

were found in the bilateral lateral posterior visual cortices, including 

middle temporal gyri,  indicating higher activity for dynamic 

presentations than for static presentations. This contrast also detected 

significant activation in the right amygdala, indicating higher activity 

for dynamic than for static presentations, although it  failed to reach 

significance of extent threshold (x -24, y -14, z -6; T2 0  = 4.54). No 

significant activation was found for the main effects of emotional 

expression and gaze direction. For the interaction between presentation 

condition and emotional expression, significant activation was found in 

the right cerebellum. For the interaction between emotional expression 

and gaze direction, significant activation was found in the bilateral 

cerebellum and right ventral occipital cortices. No significant activation 
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was found in the three-way interaction. 

 

Discussion 

The results of the psychological ratings revealed that gaze direction 

modulates valence and arousal in response to facial expressions. 

Dynamic stimuli elicited greater arousal when facial expressions were 

directed toward the subject than when they were looking away. This was 

true for both angry and happy expressions. Gaze direction had less 

impact on emotional arousal when the facial expressions were static.  

Valence and arousal indicate the quality and intensity of emotions (Lang 

et al. ,  1998), and these results suggest that dynamic expressions with 

direct gaze enhance the subjective emotional reaction. This is consistent 

with the findings of previous social psychology studies that direct gaze 

facili tated emotional communication when realistic situations were used 

(Ellsworth and Ludwig, 1972). Our results are also in line with a recent 

report showing that direct gaze evoked a greater autonomic reaction than 

averted gaze in live, but not static,  face stimuli (Hietanen et al. ,  2008). 

In  addi t ion,  our valence rating results revealed that the gaze direction 

can modulate qualitative emotional reactions. 

In  accordance with  our  predict ion,  amygdala  act ivi ty  revealed an 

interact ion between presentat ion condi t ion and gaze direct ion.  The 

s imple main effect  in  the ROI analysis  indicated that  when dynamic 

s t imuli  were used,  facia l  expressions directed toward the subject  

e l ic i ted more amygdala  act ivi ty  than those looking away.  In  contras t ,  

d i rect  gaze did not  have a  faci l i ta t ive  effect  on amygdala  act ivi ty  when 
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s ta t ic  s t imuli  were presented.  Our  resul ts  are  consis tent  with  those of  

Sato e t  a l .  (2004b) ,  who used pseudo-dynamic presentat ions and found 

that  angry expressions directed toward the subject  e l ic i ted more 

amygdala  act ivi ty  and a  greater  emotional  response than s t imtl i  

looking away.  In  addi t ion,  our  resul ts  are  in  l ine  with  previous reports  

showing that  amygdala  act ivi ty  was associated with  emotional  

arousal / intensi ty  using olfactory and gustatory s t imuli  (Anderson et  a l . ,  

2003;  Small  e t  a l . ,  2003;  Zald and Pardo,  1997;  Zald et  a l . ,  1998) ,  

scene s t imuli  (Canl i  e t  a l . ,  2000;  Phan et  a l . ,  2003) ,  and facial  

expression s t imuli  (Sato e t  a l . ,  2004b;  Sato e t  a l . ,  in  press) .  Taken 

together  these resul ts  suggest  that  the  amygdala  integrates  emotional  

expression and gaze direct ion in  response to  dynamic facial  

expressions,  and plays  a  role  in  e l ic i t ing emotional  responses .  

The patterns of amygdala activity were similar for both angry and 

happy expressions and agree with previous reports of amygdala activity 

in response to emotional facial expressions of anger and happiness (e.g.,  

Yang et al. ,  2002; for a review, see Sergerie et al. ,  2008). 

In contrast to the dynamic presentation condition, the results for the 

static presentation condition showed a tendency toward lower amygdala 

activity in response to facial expressions looking toward the subjects 

than in response to those looking away. A previous study reported 

similar results with static angry expressions (Adams et al. ,  2003). Our 

findings suggest that the inconsistent results from previous studies may 

be accounted for by the difference between static (Adams  et al . ,  2003) 

and pseudo-dynamic (Sato et al. ,  2004b) stimulus presentations. 
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Regarding their findings, Adams et al.  (2003) speculated that the 

observed amygdala activity might reflect the processing of ambiguity. It  

has been proposed that the amygdala may be involved in processing 

ambiguity as well  as emotion (Whalen,  1998). This idea has been 

supported by some previous neuroimaging studies, which reported that 

the amygdala was active when subjects were viewing bizarre scenes 

(Hamann et al. ,  2002) or making decisions under ambiguous conditions 

(Hsu et  a l . ,  2005). In the present study, the emotion-intensifying effect 

of direct gaze (Ellsworth, 1975) was not evident under the static 

condition, probably because static expressions appear less realistic and 

have less emotional impact compared to dynamic expressions (Sato and 

Yoshikawa, 2007b). The lack of emotional impact generated by the 

direct-gaze condition might have accentuated the ambiguity of the 

averted-gaze condition in which the stimulus persons displayed 

emotional expressions to nonexistent targets.  However, emotional 

expressions are dynamic in real l ife.  Our results suggest that the 

amygdala is involved in the integration of emotional expression and gaze 

direction in daily dynamic social interactions, specifically in the 

intensified emotional arousal associated with direct gaze. 

Our results also revealed that compared to the static stimuli,  the 

dynamic stimuli elicited increased activity in the temporal cortices,  

including the middle temporal gyrus. These results are consistent with 

previous studies that compared brain activity in response to dynamic and 

static emotional facial expressions (Kilts et al . ,  2003; LaBar et al. ,  2003; 

Pelphrey et al. ,  2007; Sato et al. ,  2004a). Our analysis included 
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cerebellar activity related to the interaction of presentation condition × 

emotional expression and emotional expression × gaze direction. 

Although the functional significance of the cerebellum is not clear,  

several previous neuroimaging studies have reported cerebellar activity 

in response to facial expressions (e.g.,  Sato et al. ,  2004a). Our results 

suggest that the cerebellum integrates facial expressions and gaze 

direction and may play a complex role in face-to-face communication. 

The present study has some limitations. First ,  although our results 

suggest that amygdala activity is related to subjective emotional arousal 

in the integral processing of emotional expression and gaze direction, i t  

is possible that amygdala activity is related to another 

psychological/physiological response. A previous fMRI study (Williams 

et al. ,  2001) revealed that amygdala activity in response to emotional 

facial expressions was related to electrodermal activity, which was 

shown to covary with subjective emotional arousal (Lang et al. ,  1993). 

Furthermore, several psychological studies (Adams and Kleck, 2003, 

2005; Bindemann et al. ,  2007; Sander et al. ,  2006) have demonstrated an 

interaction between gaze direction and emotional expression on emotion 

recognition, which is related to subjective emotion (Richards et al. ,  

2002). Future studies investigating these responses may elucidate the 

role of the amygdala in the integrative processing of emotional 

expression and gaze direction. 

Second, we tested only angry and happy facial expressions. Hence, 

the effect of gaze direction on other emotions remains unknown. Some 

previous behavioral studies have shown that the gaze direction has 
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different effects on emotion recognition depending on facial emotion; 

averted gaze facilitates recognition of emotion in the cases of fearful or 

sad expressions (Adams and Kleck, 2003, 2005; cf.  Bindemann et al. ,  

2007). These data suggest that the use of other emotions would be 

promising to further investigate this issue. However, i t  must be noted 

that two previous neuroimaging studies investigated the integrative 

processing of emotional expression and gaze direction using fearful 

expressions (Adams et al. ,  2003; Hadjikhani et al. ,  2008), and they 

reported inconsistent findings regarding amygdala activity. Because both 

of these studies used static stimuli,  based on the present results,  we 

speculate that dynamic stimuli may more clearly reveal the integration of 

emotional expression and gaze direction in amygdala activity for facial 

expressions of fear and other emotions. 

Third, the temporal sequence of the dynamic changes in emotional 

expression and gaze direction might have influenced the results.  Our 

stimuli under the dynamic condition identified the gaze direction at the 

beginning and thereafter changed emotional expressions. A recent 

behavioral study (Graham and Labar, 2007) found that when the stimuli 

included simultaneous changes in facial expression and gaze direction 

and the emotional expression was clear,  as in the present study, gaze 

direction did not modulate the processing of emotional expressions. 

These results suggest that the sequential stimulus presentations in the 

present study might have enhanced the interaction effect of gaze 

direction on the processing of emotional expressions compared to a 

situation in which these two signals are presented simultaneously. More 
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studies are warranted to systematically manipulate the temporal order of 

emotional expression and gaze direction. However, because a previous 

study (Sato et al. ,  2004b), in which the stimuli changed facial expression 

and gaze direction simultaneously, showed patterns in the amygdala 

activity similar to the present results,  one can speculate that the 

temporal sequence of dynamic changes in emotional expression and gaze 

direction might have lit t le impact on amygdala activity. 

Finally, only head direction was changed to depict gaze direction. 

This had the advantage of complete simultaneous filming, but gaze 

direction can also be indicated by eye and body position. Future studies 

are necessary to test the effect of those modalities.  However, evidence 

exists suggesting that the recognition of and response to angry and 

happy expressions were similar for eye and head direction (Sato and 

Yoshikawa, submitted).  

 

Conclusion 

Our resul ts  showed that  amygdala  act ivi ty  was associated with  an 

interact ion between presentat ion condi t ion and gaze direct ion,  

indicat ing that  both angry and happy dynamic facial  expressions 

e l ic i ted more act ivi ty  in  response to  a  gaze directed toward the subject  

than to  a  gaze that  looked away.  Furthermore,  the  amygdala  act ivi ty  

corresponded to  experienced emotional  arousal .  These resul ts  suggest  

that  the  amygdala  is  involved in  the integrat ion of  emotional  facial  

expression and gaze direct ion,  and the response corresponds to  

emotional  arousal .  
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Fig. 1.  I l lustrations of stimulus presentations. (Upper) The sequence of 

stimulus presentation under dynamic and static presentation conditions. 

Under the dynamic condi t ion,  c l ips  consis t ing of  38 frames ranging 

from neutral  to  emotional  expressions were shown.  Each frame was 
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shown for  40 ms,  and each cl ip  was presented for  1520 ms.  Under  the 

s ta t ic  condi t ion,  the  f rames showing the peak of  expression in  the 

dynamic condi t ion were presented for  1520 ms.  

(Lower) Representat ive examples  of  angry and happy expressions 

looking toward and away from the subject .  The s t imuli  looking toward 

and away from the subject  were recorded s imultaneously by video 

cameras  located in  f ront  of  the  model  and at  a  30º  angle  to  the model’s  

lef t .  
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Fig. 2.  Mean (± SE) ratings of experienced valence (left) and arousal 

(right).  Note that a significant interaction between presentation 

condition and gaze direction was observed for arousal ratings, indicating 

that expressions looking toward the subject elicited greater arousal than 

expressions looking away from the subject under the dynamic 

presentation condition, but not under the static condition. 
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Fig. 3.  The statistical parametric map (left) and mean (± SE) percent 

signal changes showing the left  amygdala activity for the interactions 

between presentation condition and gaze direction. The area is overlaid 

on the mean normalized structural MRI from all  subjects in this study. 

Because the amygdala was our region of interest,  a small volume 

correction was performed on the anatomically defined region. 
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